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Figure B1: Site plan of the proposed multi-purpose community centre and sports field on Portion 97 (proposed 101) of Farm 369, Aan De Doorns, Worcester.
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Figure B2: Layout of alternative A1 for the proposed multi-purpose community centre and sports field on Portion 97 (proposed 101) of Farm 369, Aan De Doorns, Worcester. Border of property indicated by red dashed line.
Figure B3: Layout of preferred alternative A2 for the proposed multi-purpose community centre and sports field on Portion 97 (proposed 101) of Farm 369, Aan De Doorns, Worcester. Border of property indicated by red dashed line.
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Figure B4: Ground Floor Plan for the proposed multi-purpose community centre and sports field on Portion 97 (proposed 101) of Farm 369, Aan De Doorns, Worcester.
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